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ABSTRACT
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training modules, this self-paced student training module deals with
the influence and importance of'an-individualir relations with
voups,organizationso and individuals beyond his or her immediate
workimg environment and their effect on, adjustment to a new job:
Included in the module are the foiloviing:-dolier sheet listing module
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'sheet discussing relitIons with people in authority, relations with;sheet
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ielf-assessmenti self-Assessment answers; assignment, and post
assessment. Emphasis of the module is-on the role of .' authority and
thetwo-way pressures of home and work and responsibility to other
organitations'and-institutions. (Other related Pre-apprenticeship
phase 1 training modules are available separately--see note.) (MN)
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o Goal

The student will become aware of the

influence and importance of his or her

relations with groups, organizations

and individuals beyond his or her

-immediate working environment. The

student will learn about the role of

authority, the two -way _pressures of

home and work and responsibility to

other organfzations and Institutions,

such as his or her trade and the union

Performance Indicators:

The student will read about and discuss

the importance of other influences on

his or her settling, down in a new job.

He-or she will complete the reading,

.the .assignments and two exams.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide 1-7
a

_Read the following and check off each task as you have completed it.

Read the Information section.

2. Complete the Self Assessment, and Compare. your answers with those on the
Self Assessment answer sheet. If your answers are different, re-read
the Information section.

ito

3. Complete the Asiignments; these will involve writing and discussing with
one or two other people.

.4. Complete' the Post Assessment'- exam anit, then continue to the next module.

1
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS
. .

Information

0

In the modules so far, we have concentrated on the experience of workingwith and
.

,along side other people and the day -to -day interpersOnal challengesand opportunities
4which that involves. However, we have not spent any'time discussing the two

entirely different roles that a supervisor or boss might have in relation to you.

Also, ittis'of benefit to identify some of the other people and groups that can
affect how soon you settle down in your job and what your expections.for that job
will be.

RELATIONS, WITH PEOPLE IN AUTHORITY 4.

eirst, there is your job of authority; this can be represented by workers'witli

410 seniority, supervisors, employers and sometimesjv customers. /HOw dtyou respond
to authority? What does it mean to-you? Some people find it difficult io 'responds
in a relaxed and confident way when they are being told to do sometfiing.or being .

criticized. We have already .looked at the skill of taking crliticigis, but, when
there is the added force of it coming from a person in an author/4V role, *1 may
become even harder. In talking'about people in authority, what is meant is those
individivals who havethe privilege and. power to make decisionsabout'hoW:and what
work shad be done, the right to direct others and the possibility of handing out.
rewards or punishments (in verbal or materialistic fOrms). /Their role could seem
likea stern and distant parent or it.could be much more'infOftail.:

1

. ,

In some ways, the more formal a workplace, the easier tt iS to deterMine,hoW to
o

deal appropriately with people in authority because they are given titles and
.

clearly defined roles. Your first goal should be to" find out who has the 'authority.
,

If this is not easy to identify through job titles, then ,you will have to ask vety
quickly whO is entitled to give orders to you:and'Who,,in turn giv0 es directions to
that persdn, and so on, up to the finalyagthority.

The last person is not always
the. most powerful because 'he or she will probably delegate ajot of authority:
For example, the owner may wish to have nothing do with the hiring, firing-and
other personnel issues; he Or she will, n,this case, hand. theresponsility over.'

4"'
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° So, if you have problems or 'grievances that cannot be sOlvea'inithe manner described
. _in the previous module, 'it is very important to know who has, the power to help you. ,

The larger the business you work for, the more specialized will:be-the roles Of
people working there. ,In a small working organization,

however, the .riles and the
power.are likely to more general and more informal; this can ltaa-to a more relaxed
atmosphere, but'it can also present different problems. In an informal business,'
It is even more crucial, if you want to progress rapid14:, that you find out what

,.:is expected of you-as a worker.' ThetN are often
3

unwriten ruleg'and customs and
, .chains of command that you disregard at your own peril. FOr example, it might

happen that bprrowing basic hand -tools or even sitting on'the wrong box uric@ the, ..,,
lunch break cquld lead to unnecessary conflicts. Many customs and rules evolve ,

.. °over the course of time; thereare
often expectations of apprenticed th t you need

to pick up very quickly and which vary from shop to-shop. The advantag s of _- ,informal authority is that people can be closer and get along togethr; a
disadvantage is that it is not always clear what your positfon is,-and it is
important that you find your place in the hierarchy and start to build the initial -.4
stases of your career identity around that.

A difficulty that many young workers h. ve is learning how to behave toward their
boss as an equal human being and yet, fat the same time, accept orders and
criticisms as if they were'from a different person. In fact, these twoways

t

of
responding recognize two different roles th.it the person in authority has The
skill lies in 'not feeling put down by: someone who has been joking with you a minute
before; and being able to show respect for someones autnority when, during lunch
break,you have been arguing with him or her about a movie yoU have seenor sharing'
food together. However, 'it is an important,way to survive in a job, getting-eung
with and impressing your immediate supervisor:, Mu can do this by sharing an ability

=-to rela.x with'him or her in your communication and
yetbeing able; also, to

demonstrate to him or her your high level of performapfe on the job.

/
.,

RELATIONS WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS- /
.Whep you start a new job, you can predict quite a few changes' in your present life

. .style. You Will have'a ne schedule, increased responsibilities, the possibility.
of out-of-town work; and t e, great

of havin9, to- leal* thg new.social.rules .-%:
,

. .
All . that allow youto fit in.

,,

It is potentially 'a tense time and it will.affect notql, only:Au; buts anyone you are close to--family,
intimates, friends. It:is during"p

.stressful times in your fife that you need to recognize the
possible.bad effects

.00 5



that they might-have on your relationships. This'can come about through your own

new preoccupations, interests and uncertainties which take awaSfpom your giving as

P much tine as you previously did people you enjoy being with.,, This might.be

something -for you to. discuss with them so that they understand what might happen.

Also, it is useful, if*eare prepared for this possibility and you do want to

'keep your relationships healthy, fo plan to devote ciagity time to the other per'spd

even if less hours are "involved.

With the new.demands of your job:you might well ask yourself how much can you even

talk about your work to people who do not know the environment and conditions that

you°are speaking tottem about. Some new workers strain the patience and friend= f
ship of people'they'have known before they stated their job. Of course, it mightI

bp that your new work involves yo4 with new people and the chance of making new

friends, in which case it might be necessary to resign yourself to seeing a lot

less.of former friends and acquaintances. This is something to be aware of and, -)

if you are in a relationship that is extremely important to you, you-Will,probably

need to share with him or her the possible consequences and stresses on your

relationship that taking your new job might bring, about.

Take a simple but frequently recurring example: you discover that youcannot get

a paid vacation for the first summer, when you had already planned to travel with

&your, boy or girlfriend. An equal and happy relationship will come through,many

changes of plans and directions,: but only if ,oth peopTh are,aware of, and are open

about, any clashes- in their loyalties and responsibilites-.that mtght'happen. Any

relationship that is important foyou will difU prosper and grow by your caring,

for ft. When you have an intimate, long-tern relationship, it-is not sufficient

,justification ihatyonr. work is tiring, to come home, flip the switch and flop in

front'of the T.V. all night, Although your home is a place to re x, there.15-work

to be done in maintaining a happy relationship.

Likewise,,itis important that your leisure interests and activities are not

submerged by work: tven-when.you are devoting aAOt of time to your job, you heed

to keep your out-of-wtrk interess alive and'varied One other point about the

oyerlp of work experience*-to your outside work relationships is that "people

problems" that originate on-the job, should be dealt With on the job. It is too

much to expects,people'close toyou to be counselor, advisor and consultant on

your interpersonal problems at work; yoU can only sollie these by dealing with them
.

on,the' spot, and-the previous modules encourage you'to do so.



There can be another unnecessary conflict when -hue issues a're tarried over into
work. ,There are many problems, such as illnesses at home, responsibilities_for

0

children, money pressures, and, the most frequent problems, upset in your intimate
relationship. Eadn one of us has the skill to turn on and off the display of bur
feelings; itis:not necessary to go around with a large neon sign proclaiming: "I

had an argument at breakfast." It is not the responsiWity of the people you are.
working with to solve, or even sjempathize, with your. problems at home. You are the
same perrson in_both settings, but you have the ability that all of us have: to.
act in different ways with different people% If you are angfy with your friend,
,tell your friend and don't take it out on, or bore, your fellow workers. It is
relatively easy to leave all your'problems behind when you are working in amore
formal organization where personal matters are' rarely discussed; in an informal
work setting,it may be more difficult. But, it is not essential to tell everyone
your )innermost se,erets. A person who goes' around moaning about his or her problems. .

at home becomes ,a big bOre.' Whatever your experi(ence,at home, it rarely Artains
to your work. If some circumstance arises which you see as very serious-=for example,
an accident or bad illness at 0%, then you have to decide your priorities. 'If
it seems more important for you to be at home, then you must communicate that to,
yoUr boss and then take full.responsibility.

Remember, it's not what you do, buthow youldo it that makes all the differencA
If you approach your boss and say, "I'm very sorry thatthis has happened, but I
feel I have no choice but to stay at home and care for him or her at least for
today. Is there any way that I can make up for the work I will dose ?" *Then your
boss will have to very cold-hearted to be other than accepting to the,inevitable.
If your work relations are pod, your fellow workers will always give you support
in time of unforeseen emergencies.

OTHER INFLUENCES

There are.many other groups you may have dealings with when you start work. -Your°
.

relations with them could effect the level of satisfaction you reach in yopr job.
Here, we will only mention very briefly, few of them.

e

hen you are an apprentice, you have obligations and responsibilities to your trade,
theepresentativeS of that trade on the Apprenticeship Committee, and the instructorslip in yoUr apprenticeship classes. The survival skills required in getting along with.
these are different frOm your straight forward person-to-person relations. Here,
the central influenCe is your feeling of identity within the trade that has accepted-
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you; it is therefore, the.standirds,
the values, tho.goals-of that trade which will

influence your behavior. If you can't accept the basic values of yourrade, then
you probably do not belong in it.

4t.
Yottmight also be involved-with a union. Again, your membership in aunion should
be in harmony with your own beliefsjand behaviors. If you see the union as a body_
concerned with increasing the inflUence of workers an wages, hours, working conditions
and job security, and you approve. of that condern,then itis your responsibility
to support ft actively. .If you have a different experience or view of your union,
then again' it is your responsibility,eitherto'be active and help to bring about
charige or to leave. It is useless to complain'that your representatives have not
done a good job if you never attend a meeting'ar bother to vote. It is a well-known
comment (with a lot of truth in it) that the uhion is only as good as its members.

Each organization will offer other benefits and obligations. One example is so ial
clubs or more frequently informal social get-togethers organized; from work. Look
at what is involved. What purpose are they serving? Is it important for you to
attend and participatein order to be accepted by the other workers? Are invitations
to social gatherings asign'that you are now fully accepted as a fellow worker?
Are'they being used by the employer to encourage better communication between workers?
.Find out who goes, whSt happens, what the consequences'are of going or not goin
Find out beforehand. You can decide whether Waccept and, therefore; support the
purpose behind the'social activities, by taking,pirtl &ghoose not to participate
because you disagree with them or see them as not being fun'orAiseful to you. The
responsibility is you'rs. Theadvice here is to know, whatever you choose
what it is. you are doing and why. .

You will come in coract with other wbrkers who are'not _in-your particular trade.
In.construction work, many trades work in the same location. It is essential. that

.you consider the people who will follow you into an area to complete another'phase
in the consteuction. If your work may create unpleasant conditions for other
peapfe, tell them about it before you start. Eff someone is ftnishing dry wall and

.you start spraying'paint in an adjacent area because.nothing is going to slow you
down, then you are lining up troublegAt all times, as with interpersonal relations k
with your fellow'workers,,fhe

main guideline is that your respect for another
illper,son as an individual with.the

same rights.as)foueself should be deMonstrat in
the way you behave to them.

-4
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Settling down at work might be affected by your relations with varidus:Federal and

State offices. Fdr example, the taxes you pay can influence the number of hours

you work and, as a result, could affect your feelings of well-being and even your -

relationships at home. It is difficult to separate completely the influence.of

any of these groups anddri6nizatiObs that.you have dealings with or belong to,

fronyour experience .at wofk. When you start work, a. whole new world of inter-

connections is created. \It is likehrowing rocks into a still lake; each. possess
.a center of dwn, 44 the ripples that. radiate outward overlap and influence

those coming from other center pints. What-iS clear is ,that the more realistic

/'.. ypu are about what might affect ou when you start work, the more chance 'there is,

that you will Stay in that job and enjoy it.

4
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If
Asessrnerit

111=1,

Answer the following questions.

c

1. How do you identify who hak 'authority in a work situation?

2. What Is an informal workplace like?

1 .
3. .What difficulties may arise in working for a boss who is very informal?

Wken you start in a new job, how might this affect your close "outside-work"

relationships?

5. If yOu have relationship problems at honie-, where is the best pike to deal ;

with' them and try to Wye them?,

6. If you are an apprentice, where is, your first loyalty?

7. Satisfactory interpersonal relations have one thing in common. What is it? -

C"

a
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Self A sessment
Answers

. . ;

1. Those people who.have the privilege of making decfsions abut the work,, the,,
right =to direct others and the poOrer.-to reward or punish.

U.is generally a more relaxed working atmospherebut alsO7there are more

unwritten rules and cUstAms that you need to find out about if you are going--

to progress.

3. Being able A combine a'respect for his or hei. authority, at the same time as

responding'to.him or her as an eqpal human being.

4. It might strain them.

%k. At home.. '

-.6. Jo your trade. -j

4

'7. Respect for people as individuals.

1

O
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Assi n Ent r

' I
1`

. 4 ..
1. Make a list of the different rotes you have during the course of -Nle week. For

. .
example, you are a student; a friend'; a son or d-aughter, you are a....etc.

Identify and 'write down what your responsibilities are in each of these roles
,.

. and-tAiscuss with a partper what you have found- out.- . . .,.

2. DiscussNith a partner and Viritedown the reasons why you think school or'
college exists. How many of these reasons do you perSoridlly support and agree

e .with?
,

'3. Choose one job.(full or part-time) that you'have done, and write down all:the
rules and customs that you were supposed tt) follow. How,many.of these did you
have to learn about by actualexpetlence rather than by being told before you
started?

4. Write down and then share with at least `two other people; any, experiences. you,

or maybe someone in 'your family, has had where work-problems overlapped into ,

%A*the home. flow were these dealt with?
.

.

: 4..
,
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

ost
Assessment

A

Write your name in the center

other people (individuals and

on' you when you start work.

Draw as many extra circles as

Circle. In

groups) and

you require.

the other circles write the names of
. .

organizations that might have some effect


